
 
 

Practical Products Co. Woodworking, Laminate, Solid Surface, & Flooring Hand & Power Tools 

 
 

TRIM-EASE™ LUBRICANT   The clean and neat way to prevent scratching and burning by trim bit pilot guides.  
Applies like a crayon - put it only where you want it; no waste or contamination by excesses.  Nonstaining and 

colorless.  No messy spraying.  No silicones!  Also useful for easing troublesome drawers and slides.  Easy to carry in apron 
pocket or toolbox.  Sold in box quantities only for shipping protection.   Cat. No. TM-2,   Size 1/2"D x 4"L,   Wt 1 oz,   24/box 
 
 
Bostik® GlideCote (formerly TOP COTE)  TABLE SAW and SLIDING SURFACE LUBRICANT   Here's a dry, durable surface 
lubricant for saw tables, fences, and other frictional tool surfaces.  Dries in seconds and provides a dry slip 
surface that allows wood and other materials to slide almost effortlessly across the surface.  It also seals the 
surface to repel moisture and to reduce rust and corrosion.  New fluoropolymer technology does NOT contain 
silicones or contaminating oils.  Aerosol spray can uses environmentally-safe propellant. 
 Cat. No. GC-1075 (Bostik #207501),   10.75 oz Aerosol Spray Can,   Wt 1 lb,   12/ctn 
  
 
Bostik® BladeCote (formerly DRI COTE)  CUTTING EDGE LUBRICANT   This cutting edge treatment dries 
in seconds to provide protection for blades, bits, and other cutting tools.  It inhibits glue, pitch, and resin 
buildup, reduces cutting friction and heat, thereby extending the life of the cutting tool.  New fluoropolymer  

    technology does NOT contain silicones or contaminating oils.  Convenient aerosol spray can uses     
       environmentally-safe propellant.  
                                       Cat. No. BC-1075 (Bostik #206501),   10.75 oz Aerosol Spray Can,   Wt 1 lb,   12/ctn 
    
 

    Bostik® BEARING LUBRICANT®   Use this on bearings, slides, and all rolling surfaces.  Router bit bearings need this type  
    of severe service lubricant.  It repels moisture, prevents rust, and because it's dry and not sticky, also repels dust and dirt.  No 

silicones, so it can be used around paintable surfaces.  Highly durable for other bearings and frictional surfaces, on hand tools 
such as slitters, rollers, and shears, as well as power tools.  The 5.5 oz aerosol can is handy and easy to use.  Environmentally-
safe propellant.       Cat. No. BL-55 (Bostik #209405),   5.5 oz Aerosol Spray Can,   Wt 9 oz,   12/ctn 

 
 

HOPE’S PERFECT COUNTERTOP™  This is the new and very popular 100% streak-free cleaner and polish for laminate, 
solid surface (CORIAN), granite, stone, tile, and most other nonporous surfaces.  This unique formula cleans 
the surface and produces a deep rich shine.  Just spray and wipe.  Not for floors.  Convenient  
22 oz spray plastic bottle.      Cat. No. HO-22PC,   Wt 24 oz,  12/ctn 
 
 
HOPE’S® PERFECT GRANITE™ 
Just spray and wipe and this unique new product cleans granite, marble, & stone surfaces.  It leaves no hazy 
residue.  Convenient 22 oz plastic spray bottle.      Cat. No. HO-22GR,      Wt 26 oz,      12/ctn 
 
 

 
HOPE'S COUNTERTOP POLISH  Here's the countertop and cabinet polish that is recommended by virtually every manufacturer  
of decorative laminates and solid surface materials.  It cleans, polishes, hides light scratches, helps protect the surface from 
staining and scratching, and adds a luster that greatly improves appearance.  All shops should use this as a final treatment before 
delivery, and each customer should buy a bottle for continuing care.  Also excellent for cabinets and appliances.  Nontoxic, 
nonabrasive, nonflammable, and very easy to apply.   Convenient flip-top 8 oz plastic squeeze bottle. 
                                Cat. No. HO-8CTP,     8 oz Plastic Bottle,     Wt 10 oz,    12/ctn
 
 
 
OTHER HOPE’S PRODUCTS 
  

                        HOPE'S SILVER POLISH                              Cat. No. HO-8SP,      8 oz Plastic Squeeze Bottle,    Wt 10 oz,    12/ctn 
                        HOPE'S BRASS POLISH                              Cat. No. HO-8BP,       8 oz Plastic Squeeze Bottle,    Wt 10 oz,    12/ctn 
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SPRING CLAMPS   These are the handiest of all clamps.  They are quick to apply and 
hold firmly.  Widely used for holding parts while glue dries, keeping roll goods from 
unrolling, holding straight edges in place, and many other holding jobs.  Fast and easy to 
use.  Vinyl-cushioned tips and grips.  Three sizes meet almost every need. 
 
 
 

                        Cat. No. SC-1M,            1" Opening,          4" Long,         Weight    3 oz,        10 pcs/box,          100 pcs/ctn 
 Cat. No. SC-2M,            2" Opening,          6" Long,         Weight    6 oz,        10 pcs/box,          100 pcs/ctn 
 Cat. No. SC-3M,            3" Opening,          9" Long,         Weight  14 oz,          5 pcs/box,            30 pcs/ctn 
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